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**Q1:** 1. at 4.30 p.m.
2. in the park

**Q2:** 1. football
2. new shoes
3. four o’clock

**Q3:** 1. at the community centre
2. in the park

**Q4:** 1. straighten it
2. new shoes

**Q5:** 1. at 3.30 p.m.
2. at the train station

**Q6:** 1. a writer
2. at the community centre

**Q7:** 1. football
2. at the train station

**Q8:** 1. at the train station
2. Dublin

**Q9:** 1. Mathematics
2. spent it on holiday

**Q10:** 1. to book an appointment
2. by car

**Q11:** 1. Mathematics
2. an unclear business plan

**Q12:** 1. Dublin
2. They are healthy.

**Q13:** 1. at 3.30 p.m.
2. They were focused.

**Q14:** 1. Football
2. spend it on holiday

**Q15:** 1. Herbal tea
2. at 3.30 p.m.

**Q16:** 1. to book an appointment
2. an unclear business plan

**Q17:** 1. Dublin
2. They are healthy.

**Q18:** 1. to book an appointment
2. They were focused.

**Q19:** 1. Football
2. by car

**Q20:**
1. 2: They were focused.
2. 2: There is cause for concern.

**Q21:**
1. 1: They simply enjoy good entertainment.
2. 1: Become more specialised and targeted.

**Q22:**
1. 3: It is hard to be sure the students wrote it themselves.
2. 1: It helps students develop effective study habits.